
TO THE BOAnn OF DIRECTORS OF 

THE STRATTON CRIPPLE CREEK M. & D. CO., 

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO. 
•« 

Gent 3. en en: 

In accordance with ycmr instructions,! have made a hasty 

and preliminary inspection of the Logan shaft and contiguous territory, 

with a view to advising you as to the propriety of shutting down this 

property in the immediate future. I find as follows: 

portion of our territory known as the Bull Hill Group,which comprises 

202.017 acres of land,and the ground reached hy the wordings of the Logan 

shaft embraces the John A.Logan claim,parts of the Brooklyn,Lottie, 

Favorite,arouse,Pikes nQak,0rpha May No.l,Grpha May No.2,Lucky Cuss and 

Six Points. There are about five miles of workings connected with the 

Logan sha:t and at the present writing there is,as far as I can learn, 

only a few tons of ore in sight. It would simply be confusing to describe 

all of these workings. It is sufficient to say that above the fifth 

level the following well known veins have been prospected. 

The John A.Logan vein has been exhaustively prospected on four levels 

without result. At the same time,the Gold Sovereign people claim to have 

stoped,to our end line,on a vein supposedly the Logan. I will investigate 

this matter later on. 

The Favorite Basalt Dike has been opened on the fifth level,and again 

on the 12th. Re are now upraising from the fifth level to the bottom 

of the old Favorite workings. The Favorite produced about #75,000 gross 

before it was purchased by Mr. Stmt ton, and eighteen samples taken by his 

men in the lower Favorite workings gave an average of #26.00. The vein 

is wide and soft and if ore is found will make a large tonnage per fathom 

and will be cheap to mine. The values in the upraise have been steadily 

improving ,and now average about #8.00,while a small streak which came 

in last night ran #65.00. This is a most encouraging prospect. 

The Logan shaft is located in the western part of that 



"he Bull Hill Basalt Dike is opened on the fifth level fop about 10o 

feet. I do not regard it as a promising prospect. 

The northwest extension of the west Orpha May vein is o enod on the 

first level and also on the second level. Altogether,1362 feet of work 

has been done on this vein and 300 tons of ore have been marketed,re

turning $1693.00 above freight and treatment charges. Obviously this 

part of this vein has not been a paying proposition. The vein is small 

and the ore chutes short, There was a machine drill at work on the 

northwest breast of the second level on this vein and as the level above 

had prospected this part of the vein very thoroughly I suggested that 

the drill be moved to the northeast breast of the arouse vein on the 

fifth level,which will be next described. Oar Mr.Bice immediately 

acted on the suggestion. On the first level the drift on this same 

vein has swung around to the east and Is now following a vein which 

trends over toward Hidden' Treasure and Pharmacist ground and the breast, 

at present,is underneath ground which produced a little rich ore from 
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several surface workings. The territory has never been explored under

ground. The first level is just about the right depth to catch any 

bonanza8,If they exist,and the vein looks promising in the breast. 

There is a drill working at this point. 

The Grouse vein has paid at least #80,000. in dividends as nearly as 1 

can learn. I am able to learn nothing of it's present condition in the 

old workings. There is a long cross-cut from the fifth level of the 

Logan to a point nearly under the arouse shaft. A vein was encountered 

here which is presumably the arouse vein,and about 150 feet of drifting 

was done on this vein without result of consequence and the work was 

abandoned. The northeast breast looks very proinising,and Mr .Wood, the 

acting superintendent of the Logan,tells me that the values had in

creased in the last ten feet of work,from nothing to #7.80. I confirmed 

the latter statement by sampling,and suggested that a drill be put to 

work here. It is working there today. 

The Gold sovereign mine has been producing profitable ore from two 

veins,a vertical, and a so-called flat vein,both of which go into our 



ground at the west corner of the John A,Logan claim* The vertical 
simply out a across, the corner, giving ue about so foot, going then into 
Gold sovereign ground and reentering ourgground some 350 feet further 
northeast at or near the Lottie end line* A s hort upraise is being 
made on our ground to catch a. small body of ore Known to exist. 
This vein has been a very continuous producer of ore near the surface 
for several hundred feet both on Gold Sovereign ground and our ground, 
but our Mr.Rice tells me that the ore has been uniformly low in grade 
and of small profit to the producers. The so-called flat vein has a 
dip of about 35 degrees from the horizontal to the southwest and is 
small,but high grade, on the rise,this vein enters our territory at 

t 

the intersection of the fifth level and the Gold Sovereign side line, 
and we have made a snail and profitable production from it,and are still 
producing, As the vein was followed up it was lost. However,a vein 
having the sane general appeaisnoo was worked near the surf ace, in our 
territory,several hundred feet to the northeast and at about tie point 
where this vein ought to reach the surface. It is interesting to note 
that the flat vein in Stration*a Independence had the same general 
characteristics as this one,and it produced over one and one-half 
million dollars of a very profitable grade of ore. Altogether,! think 
this flat vein warrants further prospecting. Owing to it«s dip,arid 
the open atope beneath,prospect work can be done at a minimum expense 
for the dirt can be allowed to run by gravity into this open stop©. 

This completes the list of principal veins which have 
been prospected on,or above the fifth level of the Logan. The develop
ments below the fifth level have been so very discouraging that I will 
not discuss them in this preliminary report. 

Looking at the operations at the Logan in a broad light 
we see that work is being done at five different points,as follows: 
prospecting the arouse vein on the fifth level, prospecting a vein 
which is,or which sprang from,the northwest extension of the west Orpha 
May vein and which is now trending toward Pharmacist and Hidden Treasure 
ground,on the first level, stoping on the flat vein,fifth level, 



prospecting for a known ore body on the Gold Sovereign vein on fifth 

level,prospecting the Favorite vein by upraising from the fifth level 

to the Favorite workings. It will be seen at a glance that no 

work is being done in that territory which Mr.Stratton so thoroughly 

demonstrated was worthless,but that all the work is in very promising 

portions of ground located at long distances from the Logan shaft. 

There are 30 men employed at the Logan shaft at an ex
pense of #109.$0 por day,and of this number,16 men,at #55,50 are engaged 

in mining and tramming. In addition to the #109.50,the mine is charged 

with #12.50 general and office expense,the coal bill is #45.00 per day, 

and before Mr.Ridpath* s resignation there was #3.75 super intends rice. 

The total expense Is then is #167.00 daily and the expense for mining 

and tramming #55.50. It will readily be seen that the total expense 

in proportion to the expense incurred In actual raining and tramming 

Is greater than it should be,but it is as low as it is possible to make 

it at present time at this shaft. The Eagles Mine,which is producing 
ore,is dependent on the Logan for compressed air,so that if the under

ground work is stopped,the Logan compressor will still have to bo run 

and this will require an expenditure of at least #30.00 per day. 

From what little I have seen of the properties < f our 
company it appears evident that a considerable amount of prospecting 
will have to be done. Inasmuch as the long cross-cuts have already been 

made to the several places now being prospected through the Logan shaft 

and inasmuch as the compressor has to run anyway,these several veins 

can be prospected through the Logan shaft cheaper than in any other way, 

notwithstanding the large expense necessary in operation of a large 

plant to do a small amount of work. Under the circumstances,! would 

advise you to keep the Logan shaft in operation,if it is at all compat

ible with the financial condition of the Company,until December 1st,at 
which time either Mr.Rice or myself will further advise you. 

Mr.Rice authorises me to say that he agrees with me in the substance of 
this report. 




